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Abstract. To increase network capacity, advanced physical layer (PHY)
techniques have been developed to support new transmission paradigm
where one node could send different packets concurrently to multiple
receivers (multi-packet transmission: MPT) or receive packets concur-
rently from multiple senders (multi-packet reception: MPR). To exploit
and support them for high performance, new type of medium access con-
trol (MAC) protocol is needed. Especially, MPT or MPR requirements
are dynamic according to traffic conditions. In this paper, an adaptive
MAC approach (AMPTR) is proposed to enable dynamic MPT or MPR
requirements for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). The proposal in-
cludes two main parts: access coordination and data transmission. The
access coordination process comprises channel access contention and co-
ordination to make handshakes for multiple concurrent transmissions.
Once channel access coordination is completed, multiple transmissions
can then be carried out concurrently, where frame aggregation is used for
network capacity and throughput improvement and accordingly block
acknowledgement is employed for efficiently reporting multiple packet
reception status. We evaluate the performance of AMPTR through sim-
ulations, and show that the AMPTR scheme has much higher network
throughput and smaller packet delivery delay than currently widely used
multiple access preventing schemes.
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1 Introduction

In mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), there are two directions to increase net-
work throughput: one is to increase the number of concurrent transmissions; the
other is to increase throughput for each transmission. Much work has focused
on developing advanced physical layer techniques to support multiple concur-
rent transmissions while providing more reliable data transmission. For example,
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) uses multiple antennas at the wireless
transmitter and receiver, and exploits the spatial dimension and multi-path chan-
nel signals to enable the ability of the transmitter transmitting multiple data
streams to the receiver concurrently and the receiver decoding more than one
data stream with higher success probability [1, 2].

When data streams aim for different receivers (multi-packet transmission:
MPT) or come from different transmitters (multi-packet reception: MPR), co-
ordinations among nodes are needed [9], and the effectiveness of multiple con-
current transmissions (such as MPT or MPR) on improving network capacity is
theoretically analyzed and proved in [4]. These kinds of MPT and MPR transmis-
sion paradigms attract more interest and have not been fully exploited. There are
many MAC protocols proposed to exploit the advanced physical ability of MPR
and allow multiple transmitters to concurrently access medium/channel [5–7,9].
Particularly, [8,9] have tried to modify IEEE 802.11 DCF scheme [10] to support
MPR by negotiating concurrent transmissions with extra bytes in handshake
control packets (such as RTS, CTS and ACK). However, all the above propos-
als use fixed transmission architecture, i.e., supporting MPT or MPR while not
both concurrently; in addition, they neglect traffic conditions and network layer
transmission requirements. While in practice, a node may want to transmit to
multiple receivers or receive multiple packets from multiple transmitters concur-
rently. One unexploited multiuser transmission direction is to adaptively support
MPT or MPR, which is exploited in our proposal AMPTR.

In this paper, we aim to provide an adaptive MAC protocol which can pro-
vide medium access according to traffic flow requirements. When a node which
obtains access permission has packets for multiple receivers, MPT will be carried
out; otherwise, the node will give right to its receiver to initiate more neighbors
transmitting to it concurrently, i.e., MPR will be triggered. The adaptability
and compatibility of this proposal is also represented in that when MPT or
MPR handshake fails, normal peer-to-peer transmission could still be carried
out. Our design principle is that each node performs Carrier Sensing Medium
Access (CSMA) scheme [10], and that once channel access is permitted, the max-
imum number of streams the channel could support will be exploited, i.e., fulfill
the channel by scheduling that number of concurrent transmissions. The process
includes two parts: access coordination and data transmission. The access co-
ordination is combined with both contention and coordination, where intended
transmitters follow CSMA scheme to compete channel, and use handshakes to
coordinate its neighbors’ behaviors. Once coordination is complete, the transmit-
ter or multiple transmitters could access the channel concurrently and multiple
transmission could be completed.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present our
adaptive MPT and MPR medium access control mechanism in detail. Then,
Section 3 gives some experimental results and validates the effectiveness of the
proposed scheme in greatly improving throughput and reducing end-to-end delay.
We finally conclude in Section 4.

2 Adaptive Multiple Packet Transmission and Reception
(AMPTR)

2.1 Scheme Overview

Our scheme includes four phases which is shown in Fig. 1. They are access
contention, access coordination, data transfer and block acknowledgement. Dur-
ing access contention period, any node with packets in transmission queue is
competing the access to channel using carrier sensing like that in 802.11 DCF;
once a node gets the access to channel, transmission handshakes among multi-
users which try to trigger M (the maximum number of supported concurrent
transmissions) different data streams concurrently will be carried out, that is
access coordination phase; after coordination is done, multiple concurrent data
transmissions with frame aggregation scheme for transmitting multiple packets
together can then be carried out; after that, receivers should send block acknowl-
edgment back to transmitters to report the reception condition for each packet
since frame aggregation is carried out.

Fig. 1. The AMPTR scheme.

We will present each phase of AMPTR in detail in the following subsections.
To make our presentation easier, without loss of generality, we assume that
M = 2, that is, each node can at most support two concurrent transmissions,
and is half-duplex, i.e., can only transmit or receive at one time.

2.2 Access Contention

Assume that a node S has packets ready in its transmission queue, similarly
to the IEEE 802.11 DCF scheme, it first listens the channel signal. When the
perceived power is lower than a threshold for a period of DIFS, node S regards
the channel idle. After the medium is sensed idle for a time interval (a distributed
interframe space, i.e., DIFS), node S thinks the channel available. Otherwise, the
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node needs to defer transmission attempt with a random backoff timer. Its value
is uniformly distributed in [0, CW ], where CW stands for contention window and
is initially set to CWmin, and doubled after each time the transmission incurs
a transmission failure and schedules a retransmission, up to its maximum value
CWmax. The backoff timer is suspended whenever the channel becomes busy,
and reactivated after the channel is sensed idle for a time interval (a distributed
interframe space or DIFS) and decremented by one for each physical slot time.
The node starts to make handshakes for transmission when its backoff timer
reaches zero.

The big difference between AMPTR and IEEE 802.11 DCF scheme is that
in AMPTR there is one special case to decrease the value of backoff timer and
therefore to increase the transmission chance. When a receiver tries to trigger
one more neighbor node to transmit packets to it, if a node has packet for the
receiver and wins the transmission chance among multiple nodes which also have
packets for the receiver and are also ready for transmissions, its backoff timer
can then be decreased directly to zero.

2.3 Access Coordination

Assume that each node has two additional queues for storing unicast packets
and that only packets with the same next hop destination could be stored in
the same queue, that is, each node has two separate queues for two different
destinations. Whenever there are arrival network layer packets, the node will try
to dequeue them into the two separate queues until meet broadcast packets or
unicast packets aiming for the third next hop destination.

Given that a node’s backoff timer decreases step by step into zero, i.e., it
wins the channel access by carrier sensing and backing off, it will again try to
dequeue packets in the transmission queue into the two separate queues as many
as possible, and then check whether there are unicast packets in the two separate
queues. If the two queues are both empty, there must be a broadcast packet in
the transmission queue, and the node can just send it out. Otherwise, handshakes
before transmitting data should be carried out to coordinate the transmission
behaviors among multiple users.

Our scheme is adaptive with traffic conditions and could dynamically support
MPT or MPR; it is also compatible since when multiple concurrent transmissions
could not be carried out, the normal point-to-point packet transmission could
still be executed.

Suppose that a node S is ready for making handshakes, if its two separate
queues both are not empty, i.e., there are packets ready for transmission to two
different receivers, denoted by A and B, efficient handshakes among node S,
A and B for MPT can then be carried out: node S first sends one Request to
Send (RTS) packet to both A and B with the indication of response order for
them to avoid response packet collision; when node S receives response packets
of Clear to Send (CTS) from both of them successfully, it can then send packets
concurrently to both A and B, i.e., MPT can then be carried out. The sketch of
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our scheme about how to support MPT process by making handshakes among
one transmitter and two receivers is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The sketch of MPT process.

If only one of two separate queues is not empty, i.e., there are packets ready
for transmission only to one receiver of node A, node S will send a Request to
Send (RTS) packet to A with the indication for the receiver A to take over the
right of triggering one more transmission to it. The receiver A then broadcasts
out a Ready to Receive (RTR) packet to all its neighbors, and any node U which
receives the RTR packet and has packets ready for transmission to the receiver
A will first make physical carrier sensing. After the channel is sensed idle for a
short Interframe space (SIFS), node U will send a Reply to RTR (RRTR) packet
to inform the receiver A that it is ready to be the another transmitter, and at
the same time decrease its own backoff timer directly to zero for channel access.
Since those nodes (excluding the first transmitter S) which have packets ready
for transmission to the receiver A start physical carrier sensing for a period of
SIFS, the node U which first receives RTR will send RRTR first, and at the
same time other nodes will sense the ongoing RRTR transmission and stop their
attempts for sending RRTR, i.e., the RRTR from node U could be successfully
received by the receiver A. Finally, the receiver A could send one CTS packet to
both node S and U , and the two transmitters can then send packets concurrently
to the receiver A, i.e., MPR can then be carried out. The sketch of supporting
MPR process by making handshakes among two transmitters and one receiver
is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The sketch of MPR process.
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However, in MPT case it is possible that the CTS packets from receivers
could not be successfully received or that only one of the CTS packets could be
successfully received. For the first situation, the RTS packet could be retransmit-
ted with the increment of Short Retransmission Counter (SRC) by one; for the
second situation (e.g., the transmitter S does not receive the CTS packet from
node B), a new RTS only for node B will be sent out also with the increment of
SRC by one. The RTS packet keeps on being transmitted until one of the events
occur: the handshake for MPT successes, the timer for handshake is out, and the
maximum value of SRC predefined is met. When the handshake stops, if there
is still only one CTS packet received, e.g., from node A, a normal point-to-point
packet transmission between node S and A will be carried out, which shows the
compatibility for previous transmission format of our AMPTR MAC protocol;
if finally there is no CTS packet received, the transmitter S will lose the channel
access for data transmission and a new random backoff timer with a doubled
contention window size will be scheduled for retry with the increment of Long
Retransmission Counter (LRC) by one.

In MPR case if the transmitter S does not receive the RTR packet from
the receiver A, it could be regarded that node A has not successfully received
the RTS packet from node S, therefore the RTS packet of node S should be
retransmitted until node S receives the RTR packet, the handshake timer is out,
or the retry limit is reached, i.e., the maximum value of SRC is met. If the RTR
packet is still not received, data packet retransmission will be scheduled with
a random backoff timer with a doubled contention window size and the LRC
value will be increased by one. After the receiver A sends out the RTR control
packet, if it does not receive the RRTR packet from any neighbor node U except
the first transmitter S, a retransmission for the RRTR packet will be carried
out until the receiver A receives a RRTR packet, the time deadline for sending
the CTS packet back is met, or the retry limit is reached. If the RRTR packet
is still not received, a CTS packet to the only transmitter S will be send out;
otherwise, the CTS packet to both transmitter S and U will be sent out. If the
first transmitter S receives a CTS packet, packets for the receiver A will be sent
out with the antenna and packet information contained in the CTS packet; if
node S does not receive any CTS packet, a random backoff timer with a doubled
contention window size will be set for data retransmission and the LRC value will
be increased by one. After sending out the RRTR packet, the second transmitter
U will wait for the CTS packet. If node U does not receive any CTS packet, a
random backoff timer with previous value before sending the RRTR packet will
be set for channel access contention; otherwise, packets for the receiver A will be
sent out with the antenna and packet information contained in the CTS packet.

Note that to make handshakes for MPT and MPR, four kinds of control
packets are utilized: RTS, CTS, RTR and RRTR. Different with simple unicast
control packet in previous work, to make handshakes efficiently both RTS and
CTS packet should be compatible. The RTS packet in MPR and the CTS packet
in MPT cases still aim to one receiver; however, the RTS packet in MPT and
the CTS packet in MPR case should be sent out to multiple receivers, i.e., they
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should follow a multicast transmission format of single transmitter and multiple
receivers. To incorporate the special requirement of transmission compatibility,
the RTS and CTS packet should spare two address spaces for possible two re-
ceivers; when there is only one receiver (the RTS packet in MPR case and the
CTS packet in MPT case), the second address space will be assigned a predefined
number which is known as invalid address to all the nodes in network. One of
the most important functions of control packets is to exchange each other’s in-
formation among transmitters and receivers to get agreement on transmissions.
Especially, for multiple concurrent data transmissions, there are extra informa-
tion needed, e.g., for virtual MIMO-based concurrent transmissions, antenna
and pilot information is needed. Therefore, in RTS packet a transmitter needs
to include its antenna information for each of its receivers (one or two receivers).
Based on those information, receivers can decide antenna weights for data trans-
fer which should also be included in CTS packets. In addition, since we plan to
use frame aggregation scheme to increase network throughput, transmitters need
to indicate in RTS packets for each receiver how many packets will be aggregated
and sent; accordingly receivers have to include the permitted packet number in
CTS packets. The maximum number of packets which could be aggregated for
one time data transmission could be predefined. In summary, the control packet
formats of RTS and CTS for supporting multiple concurrent transmissions are
respectively shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Format of RTS packet

Fig. 5. Format of CTS packet.

Note that in MPR case, the RTR packet is broadcasted to all its neighbors by
the receiver to announce that more transmissions to it are needed. Therefore, the
number of more permitted transmissions should be included in the packet, and in
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our example with the maximum number of concurrent transmissions M = 2, one
more transmission to the receiver should be triggered, i.e., the number included
in the RTR packet should be one. The node which wins the right for the one
more transmission sends a unicast RRTR packet to the receiver to declare that
it is ready for transmission, and similarly its antenna and packet information
should also be included. In summary, the packet formats of RTR and RRTR are
respectively shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

Fig. 6. Format of RTR packet.

Fig. 7. Format of RRTR packet.

2.4 Data Transfer

As we have presented in subsection 2.3, every node has two separate queues for
storing packets aim to two different neighbor nodes. Since every node in the
queue has the same next hop destination, it provides the possibility to send
them all together to increase network throughput. Therefore, we include in the
RTS or RRTR packets the number of packets transmitters want to transfer,
which is determined by the number of packets in the queue and the maximum
number of packets permitted in one transmission (predefined in the network
settings). The receivers will return back the number of permitted packets in
transmissions based on the situations of transmitters and receivers, and the
transmission conditions, such as number of concurrent transmissions, the number
of packets to be transmitted in each concurrent transmission, channel conditions,
and so on.

After handshake is done, all or part of the packets in those queues could
be sent out together. To do that, in our AMPTR protocol multiple MAC layer
packets are designed to be concatenated into a large MAC layer packet, i.e.,
frame aggregation. For each MAC layer packet, it contains a MAC header and
MAC data unit coming from network layer. When it enters into PHY layer for
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packet transmission, the PHY header and the frame check sequence (FCS) are
then appended. In a large aggregated MAC packet, the multiple MAC packets
which come from network layer and are attached with their own MAC headers
are combined together to form the MAC data unit; each of the multiple MAC
packets is assigned a fixed size space to be easily accessed by receivers for later
packet retrieve. This aggregated packet format is shown in Fig. 8, and the case
that there is only one data packet for transmission could be regarded as a special
case with the number of aggregated packet as one.

Fig. 8. Format of aggregated MAC packet.

When receivers successfully receive the aggregated data packet, with the fixed
space size for each aggregated packet they could extract each MAC packet out.
By checking parameters of those extracted packets (such as traffic ID, packet ID,
packet sequence number and so on), we could record which packets have been
successfully received.

2.5 Block Acknowledgement

As shown in Fig. 1, after those aggregated packets are transmitted to receivers,
transmitters expect to receive positive acknowledgement (ACK) packets from
receivers. To provide efficient acknowledgements for multiple aggregated packets,
we choose to add some bytes (namely, Block ACK Bitmap) in the ACK packet
and use each bit of it to map the reception status of corresponding aggregated
packet, namely aggregated block acknowledgement, i.e., BACK.

Our AMPTR scheme aims to support acknowledgements for all kinds of
transmissions dynamically (MPT, MPR and normal point-to-point transmis-
sion). In MPT transmission process, as shown in Fig. 2, the transmitter S is
expected to receive two BACKs from both node A and B. Since after data
transmission transmitters and receivers know each other well to have concur-
rent transmissions, those two BACKs from node A and B could be concurrently
transmitted to node S and then could be successfully received. In MPR trans-
mission process, as shown in Fig. 3, both transmitters S and U are waiting for
acknowledgements from node A. That is, after a time interval of Short Inter
Frame Space (SIFS), node A will send one BACK aiming to both S and U . For
this case, we propose that node A can include all the acknowledgements to two
transmitters in one packet, and receiver ID could be included to differentiate
them. Compared to the aggregated data packet the BACK packet is still pretty
small even for two aggregated data packets.
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To satisfy our special and dynamic acknowledgement requirement, the BACK
packet should include two address spaces for possible two receivers. Especially,
the transmitter of the BACK packet needs to indicate the reception status of
any aggregated and transmitted packet coming from certain traffic flow of cer-
tain receiver, i.e., traffic ID (TID), packet ID, receiver ID and packet sequence
number should be included in the BACK packet. To achieve above functions, the
format of BACK packet is designed as Fig. 9, where BA represents a block ac-
knowledgement. When the BACK packet only has one receiver, the left address
space can then be assigned a predefined number known as invalid address.

Fig. 9. Format of the Block ACK frame.

If a BACK packet is not received within an interval of two round trip packet
transmission, the sender assumes that the data packet transmission has experi-
enced a transmission failure, and then contends channel access for retransmission
with a random backoff timer with a doubled contention window size with the
increment of Long Retransmission Counter (LRC) by one. If the sender can suc-
cessfully receive a BACK packet, and extract for itself which aggregated packets
are correctly transmitted. Those correctly received data packets will be removed
from the sending queue and check transmission queue for next round of channel
access contention.

3 Performance Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of AMPTR with and without frame aggregation
scheme against that of IEEE 802.11 DCF through discrete-event simulations
conducted in Qualnet v4.0 [11]. For our simulations, we used two network sce-
narios, namely a connected mesh and multi-hop topologies. In connected mesh
scenarios, nodes are divided into clusters within which every node is within trans-
mission range of one another, and traffics are generated within each cluster, i.e.,
destinations can be reached within one hop. In multi-hop scenarios, mobile nodes
are randomly deployed and a packet may travel several hops before it reaches
the destination.

As performance metrics, we used aggregate throughput for the whole net-
work, average packet delivery ratio and average packet delivery delay, and
MPTR/MPT ratio. In the connected mesh (single hop) scenario, packet de-
livery is carried out in one hop and packet delivery delay is calculated as the
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difference between the time a packet arrives at the queue and the time a packet
gets transmitted successfully. In multi-hop scenarios, the evaluation metric of
aggregate throughput is defined as aggregated traffic “end-to-end” throughput,
that is, in the whole network how many bits per second are successfully sent out
to reach destinations which may be multiple hops away from sources; similarly,
end-to-end multi-hop packet delivery ratio and multi-hop end-to-end packet de-
livery delay are used for evaluation. In AMPTR protocol, when traffic flows are
not high enough to allow MPT or MPR handshake to success, the conventional
point-to-point transmission will be carried out. The MPTR ratio is the percent-
age of MPT and MPR transmissions occupied over all the data transmissions
through the whole simulation. The MPT ratio plus MPR ratio equals to the
MPTR ratio.

3.1 Simulation Setup

In our simulations, 36 nodes are deployed over a square area with 1000 × 1000
m2, the data rate for channel is 54 Mbps and the transmission range is set
to 250 m. Fix-size (1024 bytes) data packets generated from CBR sources are
continuously sent out. We use omni-directional antennas, and TwoRayGround
propagation model. Each data point in graphs is an average of 10 different sim-
ulation runs. Each run is conducted with a random seed with a time duration of
10 minutes.

In connected mesh (single hop) scenarios, nodes are static, and placed in
scheduled positions to form clusters. 36, 72, 108, 144 or 180 concurrent flows are
simulated, one node can simultaneously generate several traffic flows to multiple
destinations and multiple sources can simultaneously generate traffic flows for
one same destination. Those kinds of traffic conditions enhance the probability
of MPT or MPR processes.

In multi-hop network scenarios, nodes are randomly placed and move accord-
ing to the random way-point model with speeds varying between 0 and 5 m/s
and with no pause. Multiple concurrent flows are also simulated, while sources
and destinations are randomly selected such that a node may be the source for
multiple destinations and a node may be a destination for multiple sources.

For both single and multiple hop scenarios, approximately, half of the nodes
are sources and half are destinations, and all the traffic flows start at the same
time and use the same traffic rate for one network configuration. The traffic rate
varies from low to high, that is, traffic flows with 2, 5, 10, 20, 25, 33 and 50
packets per second (the inverse of traffic data rate) are individually simulated.

3.2 Simulation Results

We consider the advantages of our adaptive proposal for MPT and MPR in
improving network capacity and reducing waiting and service time for packet
transmissions, in terms of network throughput and packet delivery delay respec-
tively, under various number of traffic flows, or various traffic data rate. We also
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observe the packet delivery ratio (PDR) and MPTR/MPT ratio, which reflect
behaviors of MAC protocols. To be comprehensive, we make simulations in both
single hop and multi-hop scenarios.
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Fig. 10. Protocol Performance vs Traffic Flow Number in Single Hop Scenarios.

Fig. 10 (a) presents a comparison of simulation results on aggregate net-
work throughput for single hop scenarios under various number of traffic flows.
AMPTR with frame aggregation performs significantly better than IEEE 802.11
DCF and yields almost double times the throughput of 802.11 DCF, and even
AMPTR without frame aggregation can still achieve around 30 percent higher
throughput than that of 802.11 DCF. The performance gain of our AMPTR over
802.11 DCF is mainly due to two aspects: the ability of nodes in AMPTR trans-
mitting or receiving multiple data streams concurrently, and the ability of nodes
aggregating multiple packets for the same destination and sending them alto-
gether in one time. Since in our simulation each node could concurrently transmit
or receive two different data streams, the network throughput of AMPTR with-
out frame aggregation is expected two times that of 802.11 DCF. The reason
why the practical results are not as good as what we have expected is as follows.
First, the handshake phase of AMPTR takes place among multiple nodes (may
be more than two) and it takes more time and control messages to complete
than that of 802.11 DCF. Secondly, the handshake for MPT or MPR may not
success, and at that time normal point-to-point will take place, which has spent
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Fig. 11. Protocol Performance vs Traffic Flow Number in Multi-hop Scenarios.

longer time to achieve transmission agreement than 802.11 DCF does. Thirdly,
the number of packets for the same destination varies and depends on traffic
conditions, and sometimes frame aggregation may not be carried out when there
is only one packet ready for transmission at that time.

From Fig. 11 (a) we observe that in multi-hop scenarios AMPTR performs
slightly worse than it in single hop scenarios. That is because in multi-hop sce-
narios the aggregate throughput is for traffics which may need multiple hops
to reach destinations. Also because the traffic packet delivery should overcome
more challenges to reach destinations multiple hops away, the PDR in multi-hop
scenarios (Fig. 11 (b)) is much less than that in single hop scenarios (Fig. 10
(b)). The MPTR/MPT ratios for both scenarios are presented in Fig. 10 (d) and
Fig. 11 (d), respectively. We observe that the MPTR ratio in multi-hop scenarios
is smaller than that in single hop scenarios, and accordingly its throughput is
also lower than that in single hop scenarios.

Similarly for packet delivery delay, since each node could concurrently trans-
mit two different data streams, and especially multiple packets could be aggre-
gated and sent out in one time, the packet waiting for service time could be
greatly reduced which in turn causes the great reduction in packet delivery de-
lay. Our expectation has been validated in Figs. 10 (c) and 11 (c) for both single
and multi-hop scenarios. In single hop scenarios, from low to high traffic flows
the delay of AMPTR with frame aggregation can be only around 1/3 to 1/4 of
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Fig. 12. Protocol Performance vs Arrival Packet Number Per Second in Single Hop
Scenarios.

that of 802.11 DCF; even the performance of AMPTR without fame aggregation
is worse than that of AMPTR with frame aggregation, it is only 60 percent of
the delay of 802.11 DCF. In multi-hop scenarios, the delay is not for one sin-
gle hop, but for multiple hops from a source to a destination, i.e., end-to-end
delay; the delays for both 802.11 and AMPTR without aggregation increase by
around 20 times, while that with frame aggregation only increases by around 6
times. The advantage of frame aggregation is shown as it can reduce many times
handshakes into one; considering the possible retransmission for each hop, the
number of handshakes reduced will be affected by the delivery hop number, the
number of aggregated frames plus retransmission times. The more handshakes it
can reduce, the smaller the packet delivery delay will be. However, from Figs. 10
(b) and 11 (b) we notice that the frame aggregation also has disadvantages.
Because the packet size is increased, the transmission failure probability is also
increased which in turn caused the lower PDR than that of AMPTR without
frame aggregation, even though AMPTR with frame aggregation still has higher
PDR than 802.11 DCF.

We also take a look at the protocol performance under various traffic data
rate, i.e., varying the number of arrival packets per second, in Figs. 12 and 13
with the number of traffic flows of 36*2. In single hop scenarios, it is obvious
and interesting that as the number of arrival packets increases, the MPTR/MPT
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Fig. 13. Protocol Performance vs Arrival Packet Number Per Second in Multi-hop
Scenarios.

ratio keeps the same, as shown in Fig. 12 (d). It is heuristic that data rate does
not change the traffic pattern. However, since there are more packets sent out
per second and for AMPTR with frame aggregation more packets for possi-
ble aggregation, the throughput for all the protocols increases and especially
AMPTR with frame aggregation achieve larger increment ratio than other pro-
tocols (shown in Fig. 12 (a)). Note that in Fig. 12 (c) as data rate increases the
packet delivery delay basically keeps the same, which may occur when the data
rate is much smaller than the packet delivery delay. For example, the maximum
data rate in our simulations is 1/50 = 0.02, while all the packet delivery delay is
less than 0.01. That is, nodes could send packets out before new packets come.
While traffic data rate increases, the PDR decreases slightly (Fig. 12 (b)), which
may be caused by the channel access schedule effected by increasing data rate.
However, multi-hop scenarios have more complicated situations (Fig. 13). From
Figs. 13 (b), 13 (a) and 13 (c), we observe that as the number of arrival pack-
ets increases, the PDR of AMPTR decreases lighter than that of 802.11 DCF,
and that the throughput of AMPTR increases while that of 802.11 DCF has
no obvious increment, and that the delay of 802.11 DCF increases greatly while
that of AMPTR increases very slightly. All those observations demonstrate the
stability and advantage of our proposal in multi-hop scenarios as traffic packet
rate increases.
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In summary, our AMPTR proposal can greatly improve network capacity
and reduce packet transmission waiting and service time for ont only single hop
networks but also random deployed mobile multi-hop topologies.

4 Conclusions

We presented an adaptive MAC protocol which exploits the advanced physi-
cal layer MPT and MPR ability, by supporting nodes which access channel to
transmit multiple packets concurrently or receive multiple packets concurrently.
We implemented our proposal in Qualnet and demonstrated its advantages in
improving network throughput and reducing packet delivery delay by comparing
its performances with those of 802.11 DCF.
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